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Intro:    |  |  |  |  | 

 

 

                           
 Gone  with the wind,            just like a leaf that has blown a-way 

 

                        
 Gone  with the wind,                   my romance has flown a-way 

 

                                      
   Yesterday's kisses are still on my lips,  

 

                                                          
        I had a lifetime of heaven at my finger-tips 

 

                                  
But now    all is gone,           gone is the rapture that thrilled my heart 

 

                           
 Gone  with the wind,                   the gladness that filled my heart 

 

                                                    
         Just like a flame, love burned brightly, then be-came 

 

                                                             
An empty smoke dream that has gone, gone with the wind 

 



 

 

p.2. Gone With the Wind 

 

 

                           
 Gone  with the wind,            just like a leaf that has blown a-way 

 

                        
 Gone  with the wind,                   my romance has flown a-way 

 

                                      
   Yesterday's kisses are still on my lips,  

 

                                                          
        I had a lifetime of heaven at my finger-tips 

 

                                  
But now    all is gone,           gone is the rapture that thrilled my heart 

 

                           
 Gone  with the wind,                   the gladness that filled my heart 

 

                                                    
         Just like a flame, love burned brightly, then be-came 

 

                                                              
An empty smoke dream that has gone, gone with the wind 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

                     GONE WITH THE WIND-Allie Wrubel/Herb Magidson 
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Intro:  | Cm7 | F7 | BbMA7 | Bdim | 
 
 Cm7  F7       BbMA7 Bdim Cm7           F7                BbMA7  Bb6 

Gone with the wind,              just like a leaf that has blown a-way 

 

 Em7  A7        DMA7 B7 Em7   A7              DMA7   D6 

Gone with the wind,         my romance has flown a-way 

 

Dm7         C#dim     Cm7             F7    

Yesterday's kisses are still on my lips,  

               

BbMA7               G7b9                  Cm7                 F7 

              I had a lifetime of heaven at my finger-tips 

 

       Cm7  F7  BbMA7 Bdim Cm7             F7                BbMA7       Bb6 

But now   all is gone,              gone is the rapture that thrilled my heart 

 

 Em7  A7        DMA7 B7 Em7   A7              DMA7       D6 

Gone with the wind,         the gladness that filled my heart 

 

Cm7                   Gm7 Cm6                  F7                      Dm7  G7  

        Just like a flame, love burned brightly, then be-came 

 

       Cm7                                           F7                         BbMA7  Bb6 

An empty smoke dream that has gone, gone with the wind 

 

 

 Dm7  G7       CMA7  C#dim Dm7           G7                CMA7    C6  

Gone with the wind,                just like a leaf that has blown a-way 

 

F#m7 B7        EMA7 C#7 F#m7    B7               EMA7    E6  

Gone with the wind,           my    romance has flown a-way 

 

    Em7         D#dim      Dm7            G7   

 Yesterday's kisses are still on my lips,          

      

 CMA7               A7b9                  Dm7                 G7  

             I had a lifetime of heaven at my finger-tips 

 

       Dm7  G7  CMA7  C#dim Dm7             G7                CMA7          C6  

But now   all is gone,                gone is the rapture that thrilled my heart 

 

F#m7 B7        EMA7 C#7 F#m7   B7               EMA7       E6  

Gone with the wind,           the   gladness that filled my heart 

 

 Dm7                   Am7  Dm6                G7                       Em7  A7  

         Just like a flame, love burned brightly, then be-came 

 

        Dm7                                           G7                         CMA7   F  Em7  Dm7  CMA7 

 An empty smoke dream that has gone, gone with the wind 


